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Disability Management is our
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Why settle for less?

YOU can have the WCTL ADVANTAGE – WCTL’s
Physicians, Nurses, Case Managers and Lawyers
integrated with leading edge Process &
Technology..for less than you are currently spending!
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Take the challenge
The WCTL Advantage
How do you stack up?

Reasons To
Partner With WCTL
Financial

Accountability!

our employees are receiving the best medical care
possible … WCTL facilitates this ….”

Medical Expertise
Occupational
Physicians
WCTL utilizes the expertise
of multiple Physicians,
Orthopedic Specialists and
Psychiatrists to support its claims management
process. WCTL Physicians do not provide direct
treatment but rather provide timely and objective
to Work Goal dates are established on all claims,
provide Diagnostic and Treatment recommendations,
expedite testing and are used to document Cost
Relief and Appeal applications. WCTL Physicians will
also contact the attending physician if required.

Registered Nurses
WCTL Nurses focus solely on the employee’s
recovery–helping ensure that employees are
progressing to established Return to Work goal
dates. When an employee’s progress is not on track,
the Nurse meets with WCTL Physician’s to discuss
Diagnostic Testing and Treatment options.

Case Managers
WCTL Case Managers are well
versed in all Provincial WCB
policies and the application
thereof. The WCTL Case
Manager is the primary contact
with the WCB Case Manager/
Adjudicator. In addition, they
work closely with WCTL’s
medical staff and the employer to help ensure that
manner and properly documented.
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Who Are We?
Work Comp. Tech (WCTL) was founded in 1993
and acquired by Windley Ely (WE) in 2016. The WE
group is now the largest medically supported, full
service disability claims management ﬁrm in
Canada. The group is at the forefront of creating
progressive disability management solutions that
help employers achieve optimal outcomes in
today’s challenging workplace

WORK COMP. TECH ( WCTL )
A Division of Windley Ely Inc.
Suite #503, 322 - 11th Avenue S.W.
Calgary, AB T2R OC5
Toll Free: 1(800) 562-7001
E-mail: info@wctl.com
VANCOUVER I CALGARY I LONDON I OTTAWA I MONTREAL

North America’s Leading Provider of
‘Point of Injury’ Disability Solutions

“Finally we know what we’re spending
and what we’re saving ….. we also
and Disclosure
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with Privacy and Canada
was in
theaccordance
right one!”
Health Act legislation.

by non-medical workplace issues (personal biases,
work histories, safety bonuses etc.).
Claims management continuity - your claims
management program will not come to a halt when
the person responsible for managing your claims
is absent due to sickness, vacation or has left your
employment.

Toll Free: 1 (800) 562-7001
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